Introduction
Thank you for buying and using one of our fine products!
The FF2310 is a 12dB/octave response voltage controlled filter. The design is based on the classic State Variable
configuration that provides simultaneous low pass, band pass and high pass outputs. In addition, the Filthy Filtre
has notch and all pass (phase shift) outputs.
Voltage controlled Q is also provided with a special dual range feedback circuit that gives maximum total crunchy
mind warping self oscillation. Beware your ear drums, amps and tweeters at high levels!
An additional modulation input, routable to either frequency or Q through a bipolar attenuator, is a handy feature.
The mode or filter type is also voltage controllable, allowing switching or morphing between low pass, band pass,
high pass and all pass filter types. Separate audio outs for most filter types are also found at the module bottom.
Compared to our “Final Filtre”, the “Filthy” is the punk kid of filters (still with a bit of class, though...) while the
“Final “ is the stately gentleman of sophisticated design!

Audio Input

Gain Control
Up to 2X; center is 1X

Frequency Control Voltage
1V/Octave

Frequency Control
16 hZ to 16 KHz

Modulation Control Voltage

Modulation Control
Voltage Amount:
Bipolar, center Off

Modulation Destination:
Frequency or Q
Q Control Voltage

Q Control

Q Range
X10 has diode limiter
Mode Select

Mode Control Voltage
Mode Audio Out
Low Pass Audio Out

Notch Audio Out

Band Pass Audio Out

High Pass Audio Out
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Controls and Operation
Audio In, Gain Pot: Up to 2X gain is available. For 1x gain, set the pot mid range. The Filthy Filtre is designed for
modular synth signal levels in the 10V p-p range.
Frequency Control Voltage, Frequency Pot: The FF has a nominal 1 volt/octave response curve. The center
frequency is determined by the mix of voltages from the CV jack, pot and any additional modulation from the
modulation input and pot.
Modulation Control Voltage, Destination Switch and Attenuator Pot: External control voltages can be routed to
either frequency or Q with the destination switch. The amount and polarity of the modulation is a function of the
attenuator pot. This pot is “center off”. CCW rotation inverts the voltage around common. For example, +2V
present at the jack would result in -2V of modulation at the full CCW rotation of the pot.
Q Control Voltage, Filthy Switch, Q Pot: The FF Q has a linear response with special feed back circuitry to provide
extreme self oscillation. The X10 range of the switch provides some soft limiting of the audio swing, while the X100
range will rail the op amps at about +/-13.5V. Use caution at high Q levels.
Mode Control Voltage, Mode Out, Mode Pot: This unusual feature selects the filter response. Note that the all
pass mode is only accessible via this output and that the notch mode is not included in this function. An internal
trimmer allows straight switching between filter types, or “morphing”, which causes a variable amount of overlap
between adjacent filter types.
Morphing is implemented by “dithering” or using a higher than audible, low level bipolar triangle wave to cause the
selection circuitry to “time share” filter responses. External morphing signals can also be used if desired, with levels
of 1V p-p or less being the most useful.
LP, BP, HP, Notch Outputs: These are separate audio outs, all simultaneously available.
Power Input Connector J11: This PCB connector requires a source of regulated +15Vdc and -15Vdc power to run
the module. Use a Blacet PS500 supply or the equivalent.
Connections to J11 should be made only when the power supply is OFF and the connector must be positioned
correctly on the pins. As using the wrong supply can cause damage to the unit, please contact us if you have any
questions! Do not attempt to use “wall warts” to power the module.

Safety Information
The use of any audio equipment requires some care to avoid potential damage to the hearing of the operator or their
audience. Even short term exposure to high audio levels can lead to temporary hearing loss and ringing in the ears.
Repeated exposure can eventually lead to permanent hearing problems.
Your ears have to last you all your life; take a few precautions to keep them happy so that you can enjoy music even
when you are older!
• When using mid to high volume levels, be aware that the ear will loose sensitivity at some point, causing you
to turn up the volume to compensate. In an extended session, this can happen repeatedly, until the volume is
quite high and potentially dangerous.
• Break up sessions into half hour segments; avoid “all night” jams.
• Take breaks often and choose a maximum volume setting for “mandatory” breaks.
• Try using very, very low volumes as a break.
• Music can sound quite different at low levels; use low volumes for initial setup and routine practice, saving
high levels for final mixes.
• If your music starts to sound “painful”, it’s most likely causing hearing damage as well!

Specifications
Front Panel Size: 5.25 x 3" W
Module Depth: 5.5”
Input Gain: 2X max
CV Range: 0-10V
Filter Frequency Range: 16 to 16KHz
Signal Level: typ. 10V p-p, Max: 26V p-p
Power: +/-15 Vdc @+53/-46 mA
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